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ABSTRACT

The ability to characterize nanoscale materials and devices under operating conditions in the

transmission electron microscope using off-axis electron holography and electron tomography is
highly attractive for tackling a wide range of problems in nanoscience and nanotechnology.

Here, we describe the development and application of a side-entry specimen holder that allows a
sample to be examined under an applied bias using several high spatial resolution analytical

techniques at tilt angles in excess of 70°, as well as allowing the same sample to be transferred

easily to a scanning electron microscope, a focused ion beam workstation, a plasma cleaner and

an Ar ion miller in a universal cartridge assembly.

INTRODUCTION

Off-axis electron holography is increasingly used to characterize magnetic and electrostatic
fields in materials in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) at a spatial resolution that can

approach the nanometer scale. The technique [1] involves applying a positive voltage to an
electron biprism in order to overlap a coherent electron wave that has passed through the sample

with a part of the same electron wave that has passed only through vacuum. Analysis of the

resulting interference pattern allows the phase shift of the specimen wave
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to be recovered quantitatively and non-invasively. In Eq. 1, x is a direction in the plane of the
specimen, z is the electron beam direction, CE takes a value of 6.53!10

6
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m

-1
 at 300 kV, V

is the electrostatic potential and B" is the magnetic induction perpendicular to x and z.

Here, we describe a novel side-entry TEM specimen holder that allows off-axis electron

holography to be used to characterize working device structures that have up to three electrical
contacts applied to them in situ in the TEM, while allowing the same specimens to be tilted to

angles in excess of 70° for electron tomography. Each specimen is held in a removable cartridge
that is compatible with a focused ion beam (FIB) workstation, a plasma cleaner and Ar ion

miller, and allows the same specimen to be examined under an applied bias in a scanning
electron microscope (SEM).
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SPECIMEN HOLDER DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the design of the specimen holder, which has been designed for use in a

Philips CM300-ST field emission gun TEM. The end of the holder, which contains a removable

cartridge that allows two independent electrical contacts to be made to the specimen, is shown in

the inset to Fig. 1. A third electrical contact can be moved towards the specimen using

micrometers and piezoelectric drives. Sample tilts of approximately ±70˚ can be achieved before

the central 500 !m of the specimen begins to be shadowed by the edges of the holder.

Figure 1. Design drawing of the ultra-high-tilt three-contact cartridge-based electrical biasing

nanopositioning TEM specimen holder, with coarse and fine three-axis movement of the probe

provided by micrometers and piezoelectric crystals, respectively. The inset illustrates the

location of the cartridge (see also Fig. 2a) and the position and motion of the third contact.

Two cartridge designs are available for use in the specimen holder shown in Fig.!1.

Figure!2a shows a design drawing of the first cartridge, in which electrical contacts can be made

to the surface of the specimen by clamping it directly onto two contact pads that are connected

(through the cartridge) to wires that run along the length of the holder. Figure!2b shows a

photograph of a cartridge in place in the holder, with no specimen in place. In Fig.!2b, an etched

tungsten needle is located in the specimen holder to form the third electrical contact that can be

moved towards a specimen using micrometers and piezoelectric drives.

Figure 2. a) Design drawing of a removable cartridge used to apply two electrical contacts to the
surfaces of a specimen. b) Photograph of the end of the holder with the cartridge (but no
specimen) in place, and with an etched tungsten needle used to form a moveable contact.
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Figure 3a shows a design drawing of the second cartridge, in which electrical contacts are

made by clamping the sides of the specimen (typically a cleaved square of semiconductor wafer)

between a conducting block and a spring. A loading station (not shown) allows the spring contact
to be pulled away from the conducting block and the specimen to be located precisely in the

cartridge. Figure 3b shows a photograph of a cartridge in place in the specimen holder, with a
square of Si wafer whose end has been thinned to electron transparency using FIB milling

sandwiched between the conducting block and the spring [2].

Figure 3. a) Design drawing of a cartridge used to apply electrical contacts to the sides of a
specimen. b) Photograph of the tip of the holder with a cleaved Si sample in the cartridge.

The cartridge designs illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 allow specimens that are at different stages

of examination or preparation to be stored in separate cartridges, as shown in Fig. 4a. They also
allow specimens to be transferred easily to an SEM, a FIB workstation, a plasma cleaner and an

Ar ion miller, with each specimen held in its cartridge in a custom-built SEM/FIB stub when

required (Fig. 4b). This combined approach allows biasing experiments to be carried out on the

same specimen in either the TEM or the SEM, and each specimen to be milled and
plasma-cleaned while in its cartridge.

Figure 4. a) Storage and transfer box for multiple cartridges and specimens. b) Stub used to
mount cartridges in the FIB workstation or the SEM at any desired angle about the cartridge axis.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The off-axis electron holograms that are presented below were acquired at an accelerating
voltage of 300 kV using a Philips CM300-ST field emission gun TEM equipped with a Lorentz

lens, an electron biprism, a Gatan
TM

 imaging filter and a 2048 pixel charge-coupled-device
camera. The holograms were acquired with the conventional microscope objective lens switched

off and each specimen located in magnetic-field-free conditions. Reference holograms were used
to remove distortions associated with the imaging and recording system of the microscope, and

image analysis and image processing were carried out using scripts written in the Semper image
processing language [3].

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A conceptually straightforward application of the nanopositioning specimen holder involves

the measurement of electrostatic fields at the ends of nanowires and nanotubes, with the aim of

understanding the details of field emission on a nanometer scale. Figure 5 shows preliminary

results obtained from a specimen containing bundles of single-walled carbon nanotubes, which

was placed in the cartridge shown in Fig. 2. A gold needle was used to form an electrode that

could be brought towards a chosen region of the specimen. The application of a voltage between

the gold electrode and the specimen resulted in attraction of the nanotubes towards the gold wire.

Figure 5a shows a bright-field image that illustrates this behavior. This image was acquired out

of focus in order to show the deflection of the incident electrons by the electric field at the end of

each nanotube bundle. Figure 5b shows a contoured electron holographic phase image of the end

of a nanotube bundle. The electric field is strongest where the contours are most closely spaced,

close to the end of the bundle.

Figure 5. a) Defocused bright-field
image of bundles of single-walled carbon

nanotubes placed in the cartridge shown
in Fig. 2, with a voltage applied between

the tubes and a gold needle brought to
within 1-2 !m of them in the

nanopositioning holder. b) Contoured
phase image obtained from an electron

hologram of a nanotube bundle that has a
voltage applied to it in situ in the TEM.

A wide variety of nanowires and needle-shaped specimens can be used to form the moveable

contact in the nanopositioning holder in order to probe the mechanical, electrical or magnetic
properties of a specimen placed in the cartridge. Figure 6 shows an Fe needle that can be used to

apply localized in-plane magnetic fields to specimens in the TEM. Figure 7 shows contoured
electron holographic phase images of the ends of four Fe needles, showing the in-plane magnetic

induction surrounding the end of each needle (projected in the electron beam direction). The
induction depends on the amount of magnetic material present more than on tip curvature.
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Figure 6. A focused ion beam milled Fe needle.

Figure 7. Contoured electron holographic phase images showing the in-plane component of the
magnetic induction, projected in the electron beam direction, surrounding the ends of four Fe

needles that are similar to the needle shown in Fig. 6 but have slightly different end shapes.

The versatility of the specimen cartridge design is demonstrated in Fig. 8a, which shows the

use of the first cartridge, with a modified specimen geometry based on the work of Kamino [4],

to allow specimens to be heated to temperatures in excess of 1500°C during examination in the

TEM using electron holography and electron tomography. In Fig. 8a, the specimen is replaced by

a tungsten heating element from a small light bulb, with a wire diameter of 24 !m, onto which a

specimen that is in the form of a powder can be placed directly. The tungsten wire is fixed to two

parts of a copper grid using silver epoxy, and a thin sheet of mica is placed between the copper

and the clamp. The tungsten wire is heated using a DC current. Direct contact of the specimen

with the wire ensures that the response of the specimen to changes in temperature is fast, and the

geometry of the wire ensures that specimen displacements with temperature are small.

Calibration of the filament temperature (Fig. 8b) was carried out using a hand-held optical

pyrometer. An operating temperature in excess of 1500°C was achieved for a current of 220 mA,

while a temperature of 1000°C was achieved with a current of 90 mA. The design of the heating

holder is of interest for electron holography of electrostatic fringing fields resulting from the

difference in work function between different atomically clean surfaces on faceted nanocrystals.
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Figure 8. a) Tungsten heating element taken from a light bulb, with mica placed between the
clamp in the cartridge and parts of a copper grid to which the filament has been glued using

silver epoxy. b) Optical pyrometer calibration curves for the temperatures of two filaments.

CONCLUSIONS

The design of an ultra-high-tilt cartridge-based electrical biasing side-entry TEM specimen
holder has been described. Preliminary applications of the holder to the characterization of

electromagnetic fields using off-axis electron holography have been illustrated. Future

developments will include the combined application of electron tomography and electron

holography to working devices, the use of the holder for nano-indentation experiments, and its

integration with a capability to apply magnetic fields to materials in any direction in the TEM.
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